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Introduction
This report is intended to help you analyse in which area your talents lie. This report can stimulate you to start
thinking about your personal development and your career.

There are four areas of talent, each with three personal characteristics. This report also indicates which
competences you will be able to develop easily. This report does not profess to be a definitive description of
character. It serves as a starting point for self-reflection.

Disclaimer and copyright

In accordance with NIP guidelines, this report is valid for a maximum of two years as people may change over a period
of time.

This automatically generated report describes an individual’s personality traits as derived from the answers to the
questionnaires. The answers are compared to those given by a large group of other people. The subjective nature of
assessments based on questionnaires should be taken into account when interpreting the results. The test supplier can
therefore not accept responsibility for the accuracy of the results and descriptions.

© 2014-2022 Ixly. The intellectual property rights and copyrights of the tests and reports rest with the test supplier. The
commissioning party and clients may copy these for internal use only.
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Distinctive characteristics

The following are your most distinctive characteristics:

Ideas come to you spontaneously, you like to be creative. You like to make a
contribution to innovations and new ideas.

You set yourself challenging goals and you exert yourself to achieve them. Your
ambition may push you to achieve things.

Your openess enables you to involve others and enter into relationships.

You understand other people very well and you are able to take their feelings into
consideration.

You easily take on the role of leader and you often take the initiative. You like to
have a say in things and you like to make decisions.

You like to make your own decisions and you are able to do your job
independently.

Explanation of scores

On the next page you will find the questionnaire results for each talent. Based on your scores for each talent,
you have been placed in one of the following categories.

Your total score in the talent area is in the lowest 10%. This means that 90% of all
respondents received a higher total score.

Your total score in the talent area is in the lowest 30%. This means that 70% of all
respondents received a higher total score.

You total score in the talent is between 30% and 70% of all the scores. This means
that 30% of all respondents received a higher total score, that 30% received a
lower total score and that 40% received an equal total score.

Your total score in the talent area is in the highest 30%. This means that 70% of all
respondents received a lower total score.

Your total score in the talent area is in the highest 10%. This means that 90% of all
respondents received a lower total score.
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Description of your talents
Relational talents

Relational talents refer to the way in which you deal with your own feelings and problems and those of other
people. These stem from candour, sensitivity and empathy with other people.

Your scores for these talents are:

Above average

Above average

Average

In terms of openenss, you are extrovert; you like to share your feelings and thoughts with other people and to
talk to them about your experiences. You are generally seen as an animated conversation partner.

When we look at your score on sensitivity, we are struck by the fact that you show an interest in others. You
can empathise with their feelings and respond to them adequately.

Your empathy score shows that you are fairly helpful. Although you are willing to advise and assist others, you
do so within limits.

Guiding talents

Guiding talents refers to the ability to guide your own tasks and development as well as those of others. They
stem from ambition, influence and autonomy.

Your scores for these talents are:

Above average

Above average

Above average

The results show that you are ambitious and focused on your career. You set yourself high work standards and
you have a single-minded, performance oriented attitude to work.

Looking at your score on influence, we see that you like to have influence. Whether dealing with groups or with
tasks, you find it easy to step forward and take on a leading role. Although you are a natural leader, you do not
necessarily want to exercise power and you are not authoritarian. Your main motivation is to achieve the
desired results.

And finally, looking at your score for autonomy, we see that you value the advice of your colleagues when you
lack the skills or experience to make your own decisions. However, you prefer to work independently; you
focus primarily on doing things yourself and prefer not to rely on other for work-related matters.
You believe it is important to operate independenty as much as possible and to make your own decisions. You
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are prepared to accept the consequences fo your actions.

Initiating talents

Initiating talents are about being able to get moving, contributing original ideas and appreciating your own
achievements.

Your scores for these talents are:

Below average

Average

Above average

The results show that you prefer to work at your own calm, steady pace. Some outside pressure or incentive
may stimulate you to perform better.

In addition, we see that you have a fairly positive self-image and that you have sufficient confidence in your
skills. Furthermore, you are fairly self-critical, willing to learn and strive to develop further.

And finally, looking at your score on ideas, we are struck by your creativity and inventiveness. You look beyond
your day-to-day work to come up with innovative ideas and concepts.

Structuring talents

Structuring talents refer to accuracy, the pursuit of quality and getting order and structure into activities. They
stem from discipline, deliberation and structure.

Your scores for these talents are:

Average

Average

Below average

We will first discuss your discipline score. You have a fairly disciplined attitide towards work. You take your
responsibilities seriously and ensure that you finish what you start. You have some difficulty in maintaining
your energy for things that you find less interesting.

Furthermore, we see that you are sufficiently decisive. You consider before making a decision but do not
spend too long pondering the possible risks.

In conclusion, regarding your score on structure it can be said that the way you act distinguishes itself by
improvisation and flexibility. By nature you are less focused on applying order. Should your activities require it,
you are capable of working more methodically, though you will probably find that rather difficult.
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Competence indicator
By competence we mean “a person’s capacity to display the kind of behaviour that is effective in a certain
situation”. Based on your personality profile, a prediction can be made about the degree to which, in your case,
certain competences can be developoed. It is not possible, based on this questionnaire, to determine whether
you have indeed developed a specific competence and to what degree. The development of competences is
partly dependent on your learning experiences and knowledge.

You will find it relatively easy to develop competences for which you possess the most qualities. Of course,
you will also be able to develop competences for which you have fewer qualities, but that will require relatively
more effort. It is also unlikely that you will be able to develop such a competence to a very high level.

Each competence is dependent on several talents. Your talent profile allows us to judge the degree to which
you will be able to develop sixteen pre-defined talents.

Initiative

Decisiveness

Performance orientation

Independence

Perseverance

Entrepreneurship

Persuasiveness

Directing groups

Directing individuals

Coaching

Creativity

Sensitivity

Cooperation

Sociability

Planning and Organising

Precision
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Definitions of the competences
Is able to take initiate, able to take efficient action on own accord.

Is able to make quick and effective decisions.

Driven, higher than average desire to succeed.

Is able to work independently, set own goals and give them shape and substance.

Is focused, even when faced with setbacks, on finishing what has been started.

Is focused on gaining advantage by spotting and using business opportunities and
taking calculated risks.

Is able to persuade others to share point of view, proposal or idea.

Is able to provide leadership to a group.

Is able to give direction to an individual.

Able to stimulate and guide others in their development.

Able to come up with alternatives, to think outside the box.

Is able to read other people’s signals and adequately respond to them.

Is able to achieve joint goals by working constructively with others.

Is at ease and enjoys being in groups.

Is able to plan and organise activities and duties.

Is able to work precisely and has an eye for detail and context.
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Interpretation of the scores
This report contains a number of figures which we would like to explain. The graphic representation of the
personality traits is shown in sten scores.

Sten scores have the following meanings:

Sten Meaning

1 Far below average

2 Well below average

3 Below average

4 Just below average

5 Average

6 Average

7 Just above average

8 Above average

9 Well above average

10 Far above average

The Competentce indicator shows a percentage. A group of experts has described the ideal personal profile
for each competence. The percentage expresses to what extent your profile corresponds to this ideal. It is not
an assessment of the current level of your performance.
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